
ABOUT BOMBARIO
You are never too old to make your dreams come true. 

After 20 years of playing around, Rutger Steenbergen,

finally sent its first demos in 2021. To his great surprise,

the French label Texoane Production immediately

responded enthusiastic. New doors started opening up

soon.

Many releases followed, and in 2022 with 'Somnium' a

well received debut album as well. Even Dutch National

Radio paid attention to it. Now he continues his journey

as an independent artist, with a new name: Bombario. 

"MELODIC AND COMPELLING"
Beautiful chord progressions, symphonic melodies and

driving beats: that is the sound of Bombario.

Classically trained and with years of choral experience,

Rutger Steenbergen makes Melodic Techno and

Progressive House. 

Musically, just as challenging, but much more danceable.

Get carried away and immerse yourself in the world of

Bombario.

LISTEN TO BOMBARIO // DE FACTO

Between 1,300 and 2,000 monthly listeners on Spotify.

Debut album 'Somnium' released in 2022.

49,627 streams over the past 365 days.

Listen to De Facto on Spotify 

Note. In 2023 and onwards, several new singles and an

album will be released under the name Bombario. 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/7qdDRVodtZGKCQLLE3aruy?si=Tlbz5GLJRHiOoeh4rE96Tg&nd=1
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Rutger Steenbergen aka Bombario aka De Facto // steenbergenrutger@gmail.com // 

instagram.com/bombario_music

DOWNLOAD LIVE SET
In 2022, Steenberen did a Live Set in Paris. It was a big 

 success and the set is available as an MP3. 

 Download MP3 of Live Set in Paris

"Never stop dreaming. 

No one can take away

your dreams."

-Tupac Shakur

BOMBARIO ONLINE

MORE ABOUT ME
Besides being a musician, I'm a successful marketer,

trainer and author of marketing books.

In 2022 Dutch National Newspaper AD paid attention

to my 'career switch'. 

Following the interview, I was interviewed on Dutch 

 National Radio.  

https://bombario.com/
https://www.instagram.com/bombario_music/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/7qdDRVodtZGKCQLLE3aruy?si=wazIah1jSGiYbQDi-2uO1Q
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dIXtbwz606Hr9YTYGFmtckYrhhmYpDUn/view?usp=sharing
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CONTACT ME
Rutger Steenbergen - aka Bombario - would love to join

your party. Do you invite me?

Call: 06 - 425 789 89

Mail: steenbergenrutger@gmail.com

Site: bombario.com   
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